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installation, and from this we took in some petrol. On
this landing ground there was a lot of camel-thorn, and,
as we afterwards found to our cost, it made havoc of our
tyres.
L.G. V to Ramadi. The desert was now sloping down
to Ramadi, and we appeared to gain height. The sun
was hot and it got very bumpy. We passed over one of
the two bituminous lakes which lie between L.G. II and
L.G. I, and as we passed over you could smell the bitumen
very strongly. Ramadi lies to the north of a big lake
which looks soft blue in the desert. When we landed at
Ramadi I noticed the sharp difference in temperature, and
the air felt like a hot iron. Two of our tyres were quite
flat. We took in about 70 gallons of petrol. There is a
little depot and wireless station there especially for the
Air Mail. As we landed, and again, when we took off,
I noticed all the old trenches that were made during
the war.
Ramadi to Hinaidi, Harris flew the last bit of the way,
as he thought that it might be his last flight on "Valkyrie."
We sent a W/T message out to No. 45 to keep tiffin for
us, as we should be late. We flew over the winding
Euphrates, and I noticed how different was the cultiva-
tion from that in Egypt. It looked so poor and pale and
dusty. Then, in the far distance, I had my first view of
Baghdad on the edge of the Tigris. Baghdad is so much
the colour of the desert that it is difficult to pick out a long
way away. I had curiously raised feelings as the goal of
our journey came in sight, of which I had heard and
thought so much, and yet of which I had been able to
form so little idea, I understood what was meant by the
"scorching plains of Iraq/' They did look hot and sun-
baked. Beyond Baghdad lay the huge cantonment of

